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- New inventions (bike, typewriter, telephone, gas engine, car) fueled a boom in coal, iron, & steel production

- Chemical fertilizers & mechanized harvesters increased crop yields, refrigeration & canning techniques diversified & improved urban food supply

- Britain, Belgium, Germany, U.S. boomed. France fell somewhat behind, Russia trailed far behind industrially
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- start-up costs for business soared due to the new **Capital-intensive industry** - the need for massive capital to purchase machinery

- increased production often did not spur increased demand - prices dropped, especially for agriculture

- **Limited Liability Corporations (LLC’s)** - business model created by gov’ts to limit the liability of individuals & investors for debt incurred by failed businesses - these increased investor confidence which helped businesses
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  **Revolution in Business Practices**

- “white collar” service jobs (secretaries, managers, accountants, etc) were created to help manage business

- women filled ranks of many service jobs

- a dual labor force, male & female, filled increasingly segregated roles in the job market
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Goal - direct control of colonies for economic benefits

Taming the Mediterranean:

- African & Asian coasts of the Med. seen as ripe for investment & exploitation

- France & Britain seized control of Algeria & Tunisia (Fr.) and Egypt (Br.)
  - diversified native economies were replaced by monocultures - economies based on massive output of few goods to benefit the colonizer

- Egypt - forced to produce cotton, silk, wheat, rice

- Euro investors poured money into railroad & port projects that sped up distribution of resources
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Bismarck sought to avoid Euro conflicts over colonies in Africa

- Conference outlined rules for Africa

Congo became a free state available to private conquest - **Leopold of Belgium** - cruel practices

- banned slavery practices of Africans, Arabs

- **Social Darwinism** - twisted scientific logic generated racism - used to “justify” conquest of Africa

- widespread destruction of African cultural & economic systems
Leopold II of Belgium

- Brutal, greedy colonist of Congo Free State

Congo Free State - open to private enterprise, exempt from national conquest
Euro powers “scramble” to claim colonies in Africa
Euro Imperialism in Asia

IMPERIALISM IN ASIA 1914

- Great Britain
- France
- Netherlands
- Portugal
- United States
- Japan
- Independent
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- Britain concentrated on India and Burma, & attempted to maximize opportunity in China

- France moved into Indochina (Cam., Laos, Vietnam)

- Japan escaped Euro domination through rapid industrial and economic expansion based on the Euro model
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- meant to bring economic security, yet intensified distrust in world politics & caused fierce competition

- imperial costs sometimes outweighed profits - huge output of national wealth did not benefit everyone

- “civilizing” mission contrasted greatly w/ the brutality of imperial conquest

- nationalists who championed domestic liberties & independence supported the domination of non-European peoples
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Workers, Politics, & Protest

- workers formed unions to push reforms to fix industry’s inequities - strikes were organized to push their agenda

- Businessmen & Gov’t viewed strikes as a threat to order

- newspapers supported strikers’ stories, condemned owners for unfair conditions

- women protested against high food prices, blocked landlords from evicting tenants

- Gov’ts often sent troops or police to break up strikes, even though they were about work, not politics
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- workers formed political parties to address their issues

- Labour Party in England, Socialist Party in France, & Social Democratic parties in Sweden, Germany, Austria-Hungary

  - most inspired by Marxist views

  - hoped that the newly-enfranchised male working class voters could affect elections, craft legislative reform

- **Second International** - a multi-national federation of working-class organizations & political parties - adopted a Marxist revolutionary program, advocated for suffrage and better working conditions - banned anarchists from ranks
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- men claimed the triumph of socialism would result in equality for women, and felt it was unnecessary to focus on those issues

- men felt that women’s involvement threatened to taint the macho nature of male workers’ struggle

- **May 1st** - “May Day” - date chosen for international festival to celebrate the working class
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- Mass Journalism:

- once literary, became sensationalist to attract wider audience & sell copies

- did manage to create a national community of citizens - increased political literacy, opened political process to wider participation

- elites decried sensationalism as sign of social decay
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William Gladstone - prime minister of 4 non-consecutive terms, leader of the British Liberals:
- argued for more rights for Indian & African workers
- **Ballot Act of 1872** - enacted the *secret ballot*, which reduced the ability of landowners & employers to influence how the working class voted
- **Reform Act of 1884** - doubled electorate to 4.5 mil. men, enfranchising urban workers, artisans - reduced influence of rural aristocrats
- reforms empowered oppressed Irish working class
- WG supported calls for Irish home rule

John Stewart Parnell - Irish leader in British Parliament -
called for Irish home rule - opposed by Conservatives, fell from power after scandal w/ married woman
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- created after F/P War & NIII’s fall

- shaky throughout due to monarchist resistance, corruption, anti-semitism fueled by the press

- Jews accused of conspiracy, blamed for economic hardships

- Republican efforts to strengthen citizen loyalty included compulsory public education, mandatory military service for men
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- unification achieved, he sought stability thru diplomacy
- joined w/ liberals to create central bank to aid industry
- Kulturkampf was defeated, so he turned to persecuting socialists, outlawed the workers’ Social Democratic Party
- to win loyalty of workers, OVB expanded social welfare programs, including accident & disability insurance for all citizens
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- Monarchy played nationalities off one another, ensuring its key role in holding competing interest groups together

- 1876 Balkan Slavic revolt against Turks led to Pan-Slavic calls for aid from Russia - Russians helped defeat Ottomans

- 1878 - Congress of Berlin - attempt to reignite Concert of Europe - Russian gains rolled back - Bulgaria returned to Turks, Serbia & Montenegro given full independence

- 1879 Dual Alliance - AH & Germany form alliance to hedge against Russian power - Italy joined in 1882 due to rivalries with France, forming the Triple Alliance
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- young disaffected Russians turned to revolutionary groups for solutions to problems

- some called for massive peasant uprisings (The Populists), others called for political assassinations

- Russian secret police engaged in brutal crackdowns on radicals

- authors Leo Tolstoy (Anna Karenina) and Fyodor Dostoevsky (The Possessed) called for spiritual renewal, condemned as senseless the violence of radicalism

- Assassination of Alexander II - killed by radicals - succeeded by Alexander III, who unleashed extreme oppression, anti-semitism, pogroms against Jews in the Pale of Settlement, xenophobia